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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview
Given a graph Γ with edge set E and vertex set V , for a set of edges D ⊆ E, let c(D) be the number of connected
components of the subgraph (V ,D). Then the Tutte Polynomial of Γ is then defined by
T (Γ ; x, y) =
∑
D⊆E
(x− 1)c(Γ )−c(D)(y− 1)|D|−|V |+c(D).
This polynomial can be evaluated at various points to count, among other things, the numbers of nowhere zero flows,
nowhere zero tensions, proper vertex colourings, acyclic orientations and acyclic orientations with a single source vertex of
Γ . These applications and more can be found in [1,10].
This paper expands on some of the results of [3] in which, for a graph Γ and an automorphism group G, the (first)
orbital Tutte polynomial OT(Γ ,G) is defined and shown to count orbits of G acting on nowhere zero flows, nowhere zero
tensions, and proper vertex colourings (if Γ is connected). It is also shown in [3] that the first orbital Tutte polynomial can
be specialised to give the Tutte polynomial of Γ .
Two more polynomials, the second orbital Tutte polynomial and the third orbital Tutte polynomial will be defined. These
polynomials have more functionality than the first orbital Tutte polynomial — the second orbital Tutte polynomial can be
used to count orbits on more structures, and the third orbital Tutte polynomial can be used to classify the orbits, both in
terms of their size and the action of G on them. Both of these new polynomials are defined in terms of the fixed point Tutte
polynomial which, given a graph Γ and an automorphism group G ≤ Aut(Γ ), counts the numbers of various structures on
G fixed by every g ∈ G.
1.2. Orientations of graphs
All of the polynomials in this paper require a graph to be oriented. These orientations can be arbitrary, but we choose
orientations which lend themselves more conveniently to the polynomials.
If we are considering a polynomial on a graphΓ and an automorphism group G ofΓ , if possible, we choose an orientation
which is fixed by every g ∈ G. Such an orientation exists if and only if, for every pair v and w of adjacent vertices, there is
no element of Gwhich maps v tow andw to v, (no element of G reverses an edge of Γ ).
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If no such orientation of Γ exists, we choose an orientation which is fixed for each G-edge orbit OE , for which no g ∈ G
reverses an edge, and an arbitrary orientation for the other G-edge orbits.
1.3. Related work
Aside from the applications on which this paper builds (this paper extends certain parts of [3]), various other properties
of polynomials related to the orbital Tutte polynomial are known.
The first orbital Tutte polynomial has links with coding theory. In [3] it is shown that it can be used to give the orbital
weight enumerator of a linear code.
In [9], Jackson surveys previous work on the zero distributions of chromatic and flow polynomials. In [6], Cameron and
Kayibi look at the distributions of the roots of the orbital chromatic and flow polynomials.
A summary of work on orbital versions of the Tutte polynomial up to and including [3] can be found in [5].
2. The (First) orbital Tutte polynomial
In this section we summarise the material in [3] on the orbital Tutte polynomial.
2.1. Some definitions
Circuits and cycles
In this paper, the word circuit will be used to describe a closed walk with distinct vertices and edges (often referred to in
graph theory as a cycle). The word cycle will be used in the permutation group theoretic sense, to describe the action of an
automorphism g on the vertices or edges of a graph.
For each circuit C = v1e1v2e2 . . . vnenv1 of Γ , we arbitrarily fix a direction, so that either v1 → v2 → · · · → vn → v1
is considered the positive direction around C and v1 → vn → · · · → v2 → v1 is considered the negative direction, or vice
versa. Now each edge ei of C either points in the same direction as C or in the opposite direction to C .
Some matrices
Given a graph Γ = (V , EE), with a fixed but arbitrary orientation of its edges, define the matricesM andM∗ as follows.
M is the matrix whose columns are labelled by EE, whose row set is labelled by V and whose entries are
M(Γ )ij =
{0 edge ej and vertex vi not incident
1 edge ej points out from vertex vi
−1 edge ej points into vertex vi.
M∗ is the matrix whose columns are labelled by EE, and whose rows correspond to the circuits of Γ , each with a direction
given, so that the entries ofM∗ are given by
M∗( EΓ )ij =
{0 edge ej does not appear on circuit Ci
1 edge ej appears on circuit Ci in the same direction
−1 edge ej appears on circuit Ci in the opposite direction.
Given a graph Γ with an arbitrary orientation of its edges and an automorphism g of Γ , let gE be the |E| × |E|matrix with
ij entry 1 if g maps ei to ej in the same direction (with respect to some arbitrary orientation of E),−1 if g maps ei to ej in the
opposite direction, and 0 otherwise. Also, let gV be the matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by V (Γ ) and whose ith
row has a 1 in the jth column and zeros everywhere else whenever vj is the image of vi under g . gV will be required later on.
Now defineMg andM∗g by
Mg =
[
M
gE − I
]
M∗g =
[
M∗
gE − I
]
where M , M∗, and gE are formed with respect to the same arbitrary orientation of Γ , and I is the identity matrix of the
relevant size.
For a matrix N whose columns are indexed by a set E, if D ⊆ E let N[D] be the submatrix of N consisting of the columns
of N with indices in D.
Smith normal form
Given a matrix N over the integers with n columns, N can be put into Smith Normal Form by using invertible (over the
integers) row and column operations. That is, N can be transformed into amatrix with all entries zero, except on the leading
diagonal, which contains a sequence of r positive entries d1, . . . , dr , where di divides di+1 for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. The di are
unique for each matrix N , and are known as the invariant factors of N . We also consider zero to be an invariant factor of N
with multiplicity n− r , so that the matrix has the same number of invariant factors and columns. More details about Smith
normal form can be found in [8].
Now let (xn : n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) and (x∗n : n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) be two infinite families of indeterminates. For any matrix N , let,
let x(N) be the monomial defined as follows: take the invariant factors of N (completed with zeros so that the number of
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them is equal to the number of columns of N), and multiply the corresponding indeterminates. Define the monomial x∗(N)
in a similar way using the other family of indeterminates.
2.2. The (First) orbital Tutte polynomial: Definition and evaluations
Lemma 1. The orbit counting lemma states that, if G is a group acting on a set Ω , and fix(g) gives the number of elements of Ω
fixed by a given g ∈ G, then the number of orbits of G on the elements of Ω is given by
# orbits = 1|G|
∑
g∈G
fix(g).
This is a well known result (see [4]). With this lemma in mind, the orbital Tutte polynomial is defined in [3] as follows:
If Γ is a graph and G ≤ Aut(Γ ) is an automorphism group, then define the orbital Tutte polynomial OT(Γ ,G) by
OT(Γ ,G) = 1|G|
∑
g∈G
∑
D⊆E
x(Mg [D])x∗(M∗g [E \ D]).
We now come to four evaluations of OT(Γ ,G)which are proven in [3].
Let Γ be a graph with a fixed but arbitrary orientation of its edges, and A a finite abelian group. An A-flow of Γ is a
function f from the edges of Γ to A such that, for any vertex v, the sum of the values of f on edges pointing into v is equal to
the sum of the values of f pointing out from v. An A-tension is a function t from the edges of Γ to A such that, for any circuit
C of Γ with a direction arbitrarily assigned, the sum of the values of t on the edges in C pointing in the same direction as
C is equal to the sum of the values of t on the edges in C pointing the opposite direction from C . A flow or tension is said
to be nowhere zero if no edge receives the zero element of A. Note that the orientation of Γ does not affect the number of
A-flows and A-tensions, because reversing the orientation of an edge can be accompanied by negating the value of f or t on
that edge.
If e = (v,w) is a directed edge of Γ and an automorphism g of Γ maps e to the directed edge e′ = (v′, w′), then we
either have vg = v′ and wg = w′, in which case we say that g maps e to e′ (e g = e′), or we have vg = w′ and wg = v′, in
which case we say that g maps e to−e′ (e g = −e′).
If f is a function from the oriented edges of Γ to a finite abelian group A, then let an automorphism g of Γ act on f as
follows:
f g(e) = f (e g−1)
if g maps e g
−1
to e ((e g
−1
)g = e), or
f g(e) = −f (e g−1)
if g maps e g
−1
to−e ((e g−1)g = −e).
If A is a finite abelian group and i is an integer, then let αi be the number of solutions x in A to ix = 0.
Theorem 2. If Γ is a graph (with arbitrary orientation) and G ≤ Aut(Γ ) is an automorphism group of Γ , then the number of
orbits of G acting on the nowhere zero A-flows of Γ is given by
OT(Γ ,G; xi ← αi ∀i, x∗j ←−1 ∀j).
Theorem 3. If Γ is a graph (with arbitrary orientation), and G ≤ Aut(Γ ) is an automorphism group of Γ , then the number of
orbits of G acting on the nowhere zero A-tensions of Γ is given by
OT(Γ ,G; xi ←−1 ∀i, x∗j ← αj ∀j).
Theorem 4. If Γ is a connected graph and G ≤ Aut(Γ ) is an automorphism group of Γ , then the number of orbits of G proper
vertex colourings of Γ from k colours is given by
kOT(Γ ,G; xi ←−1 ∀i, x∗0 ← k, x∗j ← 1 ∀j ≥ 1).
Theorem 5. If Γ is a graph and G is the trivial automorphism group of Γ , then the Tutte polynomial T (Γ ; x, y) is given by
OT(Γ ,G; x0 ← y− 1, xi ← 1 ∀i ≥ 1, x∗0 ← x− 1, x∗j ← 1 ∀j ≥ 1).
3. The fixed point Tutte polynomial
Given a graph Γ and a generating set GS of an automorphism group G ≤ Aut(Γ ), we define a polynomial which counts
the numbers of structures on Γ fixed by every g ∈ G for as many structures on Γ counted by the Tutte polynomial as
possible, while itself specialising to give the Tutte polynomial of Γ .
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3.1. The matrices MG and M∗G
First we define some matrices. For each gi ∈ GS , form the matrix gEi with respect to the same orientation of Γ , then let
GES =
g
E
1
...
gEm
 and GES − I =
g
E
1 − I
...
gEm − I

(wherem = |GS |).
Also, let
MG =
(
M
GES − I
)
and M∗G =
(
M∗
GES − I
)
whereM andM∗ are formed with respect to the same orientation of Γ as each of the gEi .
The following is an elementary result, which allows us to use a generating set rather than having to check the whole of
G. The proof is simple and is omitted.
Theorem 6. A function v of EE (the directed edge set of Γ ) is fixed by every g ∈ G if and only if it is fixed by every gi ∈ GS
Of course this could be restated as follows: a function v is fixed by every g ∈ G if and only if,
(GES − I)v = 0
so that the number of A-flows of Γ (A is a finite abelian group) fixed by every g ∈ G is the number of solutions f over A to
MGf = 0
and the number of A-tensions fixed by every g ∈ G is the number of solutions t to
M∗Gt = 0.
The columns of MG are indexed by E. If D is a subset of E then the A-flows of Γ with zeros on the edges of E \ D are the
solutions over A toMG[D]f = 0. A version of inclusion–exclusion can now be used to find that the number of nowhere zero
flows of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G, is given by∑
D⊆E
(−1)|E\D|x(MG[D])
∣∣∣∣∣
xi=αi ∀i
.
Similarly, the number of nowhere zero tensions of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G is given by∑
D⊆E
(−1)|E\D|x∗(M∗G[D])
∣∣∣∣∣
x∗i =αi ∀i
.
Note that, for any G, the choice of generating set has no effect on the invariant factors of MG and M∗G: By Theorem 6, for
any finite abelian group A, the solution sets over A of (GES − I)v = 0,MGf = 0 andM∗Gt = 0will not be changed by changing
the generating set. Let NSNF be the matrix N put into Smith normal form. Because the row and column operations which
transform N into NSNF are invertible, the solution sets over A of (GES − I)SNFv = 0, MSNFG f = 0 and (M∗G)SNFt = 0 will not be
changed by changing the generating set. Therefore the invariant factors of these matrices will not be changed by changing
the generating set. The same can be said forMG[D] andM∗G[D], for D ⊆ E(Γ ).
3.2. ‘‘Everywhere fixed’’ vertex colourings and M∗G
We now use the matrixM∗G to count the proper vertex colourings of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G (‘‘Everywhere fixed’’ vertex
colourings).
Definition. Let GS be a generating set for the automorphism group G, and define the matrix GVS − I by
GVS − I =
g
V
1 − I
...
gVm − I

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and the matrixMmD by
MmD =

M 0
0 M 0
0
. . . 0
0 M

︸ ︷︷ ︸
m blocks
wherem = |GS |.
Let (G−1S )V and (G
−1
S )
E be the matrices GVS and G
E
S , but replacing g
V
i and g
E
i by respectively (g
−1
i )
V and (g−1i )E for all i.
Lemma 7.
((GS)V − I)TMmD = M((GS)E − I)T.
Proof. In [3] it is shown that if g is an automorphism, we have
gVM = MgE,
so clearly
(gV − I)M = M(gE − I),
and
((gV1 − I)M, . . . , (gVm − I)M) = (M(gE − I), . . . ,M(gE − I)).
Bearing in mind that (g−1)V = (gV )T and (g−1)E = (gE)T it is easy to see that the left-hand side equals ((G−1S )V − I)TMmD ,
and the right-hand side equalsM((G−1S )E− I)T. Replacing (G−1S )V and (G−1S )E with (GS)V and (GS)E completes the proof. 
When G ≤ Aut(Γ ) acts on a disconnected graph Γ , if two or more connected components of Γ are isomorphic, there is
the possibility that some element of Gmight permute the connected components. In the next result, the quantity cG(Γ ), the
number of orbits of G acting on the connected components of Γ is required.
If N is a matrix, n(N) denotes the nullity of N .
Lemma 8. Given a graph Γ and a group G ≤ Aut(Γ ) of automorphisms of Γ , (with some generating set GS of G),
n(M∗G) = n(GVS − I)− cG(Γ ).
Proof. Consider solutions y over Z toM∗Gy = 0.
The row null space of GVS − I is the set of vectors which are constant on the G-vertex orbits, that is, {x : x(GVS − I) = 0},
and this space has dimension n(GVS − I).
If S is a set of colours, then the solutions x over S to x(GVS − I) = 0 is the set of (not necessarily proper) vertex colourings
of Γ from S which are fixed by every g ∈ G.
If x is a colouring of Γ from a finite abelian group A, then we can find an A-tension of Γ as follows: If an edge e points
from a vertex v to a vertexw, assign e the value xv − xw , and if e points fromw to v, assign e the value xw − xv . It is easy to
see that the resulting function y of E will be an A-tension, and that y = (xM)T. Similarly, if y is an A-tension of Γ , then we
can find |A|c(Γ ) vertex colourings x of Γ from A as follows: For each connected component of Γ , fix the colour xv of a single
vertex v. Then, for each edge e = (v,w), let the colour xw of w be equal to xv − ye, and for each edge e = (w, v) let the
colour xw ofw be equal to xv + ye. It is easy to see that this will lead to a vertex colouring of Γ from A.
We now have that if y is a tension of Γ (in which caseM∗y = 0), then there must be some x such that y = (xM)T.
Now consider the null space ofM∗G , {y : M∗Gy = 0}.
M∗Gy = 0 ⇔ y = (xM)T and (GES − I)(xM)T = 0
⇔ y = (xM)T and xM(GES − I)T = 0
⇔ y = (xM)T and x((GS)V − I)TMmD = 0
by Lemma 7.
Suppose then, that x((GS)V − I)TMmD = 0. Then we have
xgVM − xM = 0
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for each g ∈ GS . But g is an automorphism, so gVM reorders the rows ofM and xgV reorders the entries of x. Therefore
x(g)VM = 0⇔ xM = 0⇔ x constant on the vertices of Γ making up each connected component
If xM 6= 0 and x(g)VM = xM , then what can we say about x? Suppose u and v are adjacent vertices in Γ via an edge e
directed from u to v. Then
xM = x(g−1)VM ⇔ xuMue + xvMve = (x(g−1)V )uMue + (x(g−1)V )vMve,
but
Mue = 1 and Mve = −1,
so
xM = x(g−1)VM = 0 ⇔ xu − xv = (x(g−1)V )u − (x(g−1)V )v
⇔ xu − xv = xug − xvg
⇔ (xug − xvg )− (xu − xv) = 0.
This must hold for all adjacent vertices u, v of Γ . We have said that xM 6= 0, so x is not constant on the vertices of each
connected component of Γ , so in general (xu − xv) 6= 0 and (xug − xvg ) 6= 0. The previous equation gives us
(xug − xu)− (xvg − xv) = 0.
Suppose there is some vertex u, such that xug − xu = q. Then for every vertex v incident to u we have xug − xu = q.
Since this must hold for every g ∈ GS , this argument could be continued until we find that, for every vertex w in the same
G-orbit on connected components as u, we have xwg − xw = q. This means that the part of z = x(GVS − I)T corresponding to
this G-vertex orbit on connected components is an all-q vector, so that the order of qmust divide the order of every g ∈ G
dealing with this orbit. But we are concerned with solutions over Z, so we must have q = 0. Since this holds for all orbits,
we have
x((GVS − I)T) = 0.
Now we have
M∗Gy = 0⇔ y = (xM)T and (xM = 0 or x(GVS − I)T = 0).
The space {y : M∗Gy = 0} has dimension n(M∗G).
On the RHS, if we have x(GVS − I)T = 0 and xM = 0 then x is constant on the vertices, making up each connected
component of Γ and also on the vertices making up each G-vertex orbit. x must therefore be constant on the vertices,
making up each G-orbit on the connected components of Γ .
Therefore, the image of the space {x : x(GVS − I)T = 0} under the map x 7→ (xM)T has dimension
n(GVS − I)− cG(Γ ),
so that
n(M∗G) = n(GVS − I)− cG(Γ ),
as required. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 9. The number of proper k-vertex colourings of a (not necessarily connected) graph Γ fixed by every g ∈ G ≤ Aut(Γ )
is given by
kcG(Γ )
∑
D⊆E
(−1)|E\D|x∗(M∗G[D])
∣∣∣∣∣ x∗0=k
x∗i =1 ∀i6=0
Proof. The fact that the number of (not necessarily proper) k-vertex colourings of Γ is
kcGx∗(M∗G)
∣∣
x∗0=k
x∗i =1 ∀i6=0
is a direct consequence of Lemma 8, since the required number is clearly kn(G
V
S −I).
By considering improper colourings with all possible sets of monochromatic edges, inclusion–exclusion can be used to
give the rest of the result. This completes the proof. 
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3.3. The ‘collapsed’ graph Γ /G
3.3.1. Definition
Given a graph Γ and a generating set GS of an automorphism group G ≤ Aut(Γ ) of Γ , let Γ /G be the graph with vertex
set the set of G-vertex orbits of Γ , edge set the set of G-edge orbits of Γ , and where incidence and adjacency relationships
of Γ are preserved.
It is easy to see that Γ /G is well defined: Let OV1 and O
V
2 be G-vertex orbits in Γ , and suppose a vertex v ∈ OV1 is adjacent
to a vertexw ∈ OV2 . Then, since every g ∈ G is an automorphism, every vertex in OV1 is adjacent to a vertex in OV2 , so that the
corresponding vertices in Γ /Gwill be adjacent by the edge corresponding to the G-edge orbit containing the edge vw in Γ .
We use notation OVi and O
E
i for both the individual vertices and edges of Γ /G, and the corresponding G-vertex orbits and
G-edge orbits in Γ .
Example.
Γ =
rv1 rv2 rv3 rv4
rv5
rv6
rv7rv8rv9rv10
rv11
rv12
- - -e1 e2 e3
?
?
?
e4
e5
e6
ﬀﬀﬀ
e7e8e9
6
6
6
e10
e11
e12
g1 = (e1e5e9)(e2e6e10)(e3e7e11)(e4e8e12), g2 = (e1e7)(e2e8)(e3e9)(e4e10)(e5e11)(e6e12),
G = 〈g1, g2〉
Γ /G =
rOV1
r
OV2
OE1?O
E
2 6
G-vertex orbits in Γ : OV1 = {v1, v3, v5, v7, v9, v11}, OV2 = {v2, v4, v6, v8, v10, v12}
G-edge orbits in Γ : OE1 = {e1, e3, e5, e7, e9, e11}, OE2 = {e2, e4, e6, e8, e10, e12}
Note that the orientation of Γ shown is fixed by every g ∈ G, so it makes sense to orient Γ /G in the corresponding way.
3.3.2. Loops in Γ /G
The graph Γ /Gwill have a loop whenever two adjacent vertices of Γ lie in the same G-vertex orbit. These loops fall into
two categories: those which arise from an edge of Γ being reversed by some g ∈ G (loops from reversed edges), and those
which do not.
If there is an orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G, it should be used, so that Γ /G can be oriented in a natural way. If
there is no such orientation, an orientation should be used which is fixed, apart from those G-edge orbits whose image in Γ
is a loop from reversed edges.
Example.
Γ =
rv1
rv2
e1 ?
rv3
rv4
e2 ?
rv5
rv6
e2 ?
G = 〈(v1v3v5v2v4v6)〉
Γ /G = v123456 r
ﬀ
e123
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The loops of Γ /G which do not come from reversed edges must have in their preimage in Γ at least one circuit, which
has been collapsed to a single vertex and a single edge (this category includes orbits of G on loops of Γ ). Loops in Γ /G of this
type may be given a direction, and may be considered to have two possible directions, because there are two orientations
of the edges in the preimage of the loop which can be fixed by every g ∈ G.
Example.
Γ =
rv1 r v2
r v3rv4
e1-
e2?
e3
ﬀ
e4 6
G = 〈(v1v2v3v4)〉
Γ /G = v1234 r
ﬀ
e1234?
3.4. Proper vertex colourings of Γ /G
The most natural structures to use Γ /G to count, are the proper vertex colourings of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G.
Theorem 10. The number of proper k-vertex colourings of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G is given by the number of proper k-vertex
colourings of Γ /G.
Proof. It is clear that the (not necessarily proper) vertex colourings of Γ /G are in bijection with the (not necessarily proper)
vertex colourings of Γ , fixed by every g ∈ G because the vertices of Γ /G correspond to the G-vertex orbits of Γ . It is also
clear that proper vertex colourings are preserved by this bijection from the definition of Γ /G. This completes the proof. 
3.5. The matrices M ′G and M
∗
G
′
From here on, matrices will be generated with respect to an orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G where possible. If no
such orientation exists, an orientation will be used such that, if OE is a G-edge orbit and no g ∈ G reverses an edge of OE ,
then the orientation of OE is fixed by every g ∈ G.
If OE is a G-edge orbit not containing an edge reversed by some g ∈ G, then the sum of the columns of GES − I making up
OE will be a zero vector. If some e ∈ OE is reversed by some g ∈ G, then the sum of the columns of GES − I making up OE will
contain one or more−2, and the rest zeros.
Definition. Given a graphΓ and a generating set GS of an automorphism group G ≤ Aut(Γ ), letM ′G andM∗G ′ be thematrices
obtained fromMG andM∗G , by adding together and identifying the columns making up the G-edge orbits in Γ .
Example.
Γ =
rv1
r v2
r v3
r
v4
rv5
rv6
HHHHHH
e1j
e26

e3
HH
HH
HH
e4Y
e5 ?


e6*
g1 = (v1v3)(v4v6) = (e1e2)(e3(−e6))(e4e5), g1 = (v1v4)(v2v5)(v3v6) = (e1e4)(e2e5)(e3e6)
G = 〈g1, g2〉
OE1 = {e1, e2, e4, e5}, OE2 = {e3, e6}
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Having constructed the relevantMG andM∗G we get
M ′G =

1 −1
−2 0
1 1
1 −1
−2 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 −2
0 0
0 0
0 −2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

M∗G
′ =

0 −2
0 0
0 0
0 −2
0 0
0 0
0 −2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

3.5.1. Flows and tensions with M ′G and M
∗
G
′
Theorem 11. If A is a finite abelian group, the A-flows of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G are in bijection with the column vectors f over
A, such that
M ′Gf = 0.
Similarly, the A-tensions of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G are in bijection with the column vectors t over A such that
M∗G
′t = 0.
Further, these bijections preserve the property of a flow or tension being nowhere zero.
Proof. The theorem is proved for flows. Equivalent argumentsmay be used for tensions.M ′G andM
∗
G
′ are formedwith respect
to orientations of Γ , which are fixed by every g ∈ G on those G-edge orbits for which no g ∈ G reverses an edge.
From the definition of MG, it is easy to see that the A-flows of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G are in bijection with the column
vectors f over A, such that
MGf = 0.
The columns corresponding to G-edge orbits of size 1 remain unchanged fromMG toM ′G, so their contributions to thematrix
equation are unaffected. (Note that, in GES − I the rows corresponding to a G-edge orbit OE will have zeros in the columns
corresponding to E \ OE).
Consider a G-edge orbit OE of size> 1. The equations from the GES − I part ofMG require that, in a solution f toMGf = 0,
the entries in f corresponding to the edges of OE are all the same, and possibly of order 2. The equations from the GES − I part
of M ′G involving OE are of the form 0f (OE) = 0 or −2f (OE) = 0, the latter type occurring for each g ∈ GS that reverses an
edge of OE , in which case f (OE)must either be zero or have order 2.
Suppose that, in a solution toMGf = 0, the edges of OE each have a corresponding value x in f. The contribution of OE to
an equation from theM part ofMG will then be given by sx, where s is the sum of the entries in the columns corresponding
to the edges of OE in the row fromwhich the equation comes. InM ′G, these columns are replaced by a single column, with an
entry s in the row in question. Therefore, OE has the same contribution to the equation from this row whether in MGf = 0
orM ′Gf = 0. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 12. For a subset D of the G-edge orbits of Γ ,
n(M ′G[D]) = n(MG[D])
and
n(M∗G
′[D]) = n(M∗G[D])
where MG[D] is MG restricted to the columns corresponding to the edges of Γ making up the G-edge orbits of D ⊂ E(Γ /G), and
likewise for M∗G[D] and M∗G .
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Proof. We prove the result n(M ′G[D]) = n(MG[D]). Equivalent arguments apply to the second result, with flows replaced by
tensions.
The flows of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G with zeros on the edges of E \ D are the solutions to MG[D]f = 0. Therefore, by
Theorem 11, the solutions to MG[D]f = 0 and M ′G[D]f = 0 are in bijection. This means that the matrices MG[D] and M ′G[D]
have the same kernel and therefore the same nullity. This completes the proof. 
3.5.2. The Tutte Polynomial T (Γ /G; x, y)
Theorem 13. If there exists an orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G, then there is a bijection between the column sets of M ′G and
M(Γ /G)which preserves the property of a set of columns being linearly independent, that is, M ′G and M(Γ /G) are isomorphic as
vectorial matroids over their column sets (over the field Q).
Proof. Choose an orientation of Γ , fixed by every g ∈ G.
Form the matrix
N =
(
M (GVS − I)T
GES − I 0
)
and add together and identify the rows of the top part corresponding to each G-vertex orbit and the columns of the left-hand
part corresponding to each G-edge orbit. This will reduce the GVS − I and GES − I zero matrices. Then delete the all zero rows
and columns. The rows of the resulting matrix N ′ will correspond to the G-vertex-orbits, and the columns to the G-edge
orbits.
Suppose OV1 and O
V
2 are G-vertex orbits, and O
E is a G-edge orbit. If a vertex v1 ∈ OV1 of Γ is adjacent to a vertex v2 ∈ OV2 of
Γ via an edge e ∈ OE of Γ , and e points from v1 to v2, then every vertex v′1 ∈ OV1 is adjacent to a vertex v′2 ∈ OV2 via an edge
e′ ∈ OE which points from v′1 to v′2, and all edges in OE point from a vertex in OV1 to a vertex in OV2 .
So, in the column of N ′ corresponding to OE , the row corresponding to OV1 will have a positive entry |OE |, the row
corresponding to OV2 will have a negative entry−|OE |, and all other entries will be zero.
But this is how Γ /G is defined, so replacing positive entries of N ′ with 1 and negative entries with −1 would give the
matrixM(Γ /G).
For each G-vertex orbit OV and each G-edge orbit OE , each vertex v ∈ OV is incident to the same number of edges from
OE . Furthermore, the edges are either directed out of v for every v ∈ OV or directed into v for every v ∈ OV . Hence, each
row v ∈ OV of M ′G will be the same, and the only difference between M ′G and N ′ is that these rows are added together
and identified in N ′. Thus replacing positive and negative entries with 1 and −1 respectively would make M ′G and N ′, and
thereforeM ′G andM(Γ /G) isomorphic as matroids. However, it is not necessary to replace the positive and negative entries
with 1 and −1, because the rank of a subset is given by the number of non-zero invariant factors, which will be the same
whether or not the entries are replaced.
This completes the proof. 
Note that, if Γ /G has a loop that does not arise from some g ∈ G reversing some edge of Γ , M ′G and M(Γ /G) are still
isomorphic as matroids over their respective column sets, provided that this is the only type of loop in Γ /G, because then
M ′G will have a column of zeros, which is a loop in the vectorial matroid over the columns ofM
′
G.
Theorem 14. The matrices M∗G
′ and M∗(Γ /G) form isomorphic vectorial matroids over their respective column sets.
Proof. We first deal with the case where there is an orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G, that is, there is no g ∈ G which
reverses an edge of Γ .
The columns ofM∗G
′ andM∗(Γ /G) both correspond to the set of G-edge orbits of Γ , that is, E(Γ /G).
We know how to calculate the chromatic polynomial of Γ /G usingMG andM∗G (the number of proper vertex colourings
fixed by every g ∈ G, Theorem 9), and of course using M(Γ /G) and M∗(Γ /G) (Theorem 9 with G = 〈id〉). We prove the
theorem by comparing the two polynomials, using the fact that n(M∗G
′[D]) = n(M∗G[D]) for D ⊆ E(Γ /G), whereM∗G[D] isM∗G
restricted to the columns corresponding to the edges of the G-edge orbits in D.
χ(Γ /G; k) = kc(Γ /G)
∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
x(M(Γ /G)[D])x∗(M∗(Γ /G)[E \ D])
∣∣∣∣∣ xi=−1 ∀i
x∗0=k
x∗j =1 ∀j6=0
= kc(Γ /G)
∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
(−1)|D|kn(M∗(Γ /G)[E\D]).
We also have that
# proper k vertex colourings of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G = χ(Γ /G; k) = kc(Γ /G)
∑
F⊆E(Γ )
(−1)|F |kn(M∗G [E\F ]).
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First note that n(M∗G[E \ F ]) is equal to the nullity of the matrix M∗G , restricted to the complete G-edge orbits contained in
E \ F . For suppose that F \ D contains an incomplete edge orbit. Then (GES − I)[E \ F ] will have a row with a single non-
zero entry, which can be used via elementary row and column operations to transform the submatrix of (GES − I)[E \ F ]
corresponding to the columns of the incomplete edge orbit into an identity matrix, which clearly makes the columns of
M∗G[E \ F ] corresponding to the incomplete edge orbit independent, and so adding nothing to the nullity ofM∗G[E \ F ].
The major obstacle in comparing the above two polynomials, is that the summations are over the subsets of different
sets. We will use the complete edge orbit argument to show that the extra terms in the polynomial from M∗G essentially
cancel each other out.
If D = F = ∅, then E \D and E \F are E(Γ /G) and E(Γ ) respectively, so the polynomials both have (equal) positive terms
kc(Γ /G)kn(M
∗(Γ /G)) and kc(Γ /G)kn(M
∗
G).
If E \ F has all but one complete edge orbit, say OE1 ∈ OEG, where OEG is the set of orbits of G on edges of Γ , then the
polynomial from MG and M∗G must deliver a term in k
n(M∗G [OEG\OE1]) with coefficient −1, to match the term in kn(M∗(Γ /G)[E\OE1])
fromM(Γ /G) andM∗(Γ /G).∑
F⊆OE1
kn(M
∗
G [E\F ])(−1)|F | = kn(M∗G)(−1)0 +
∑
F⊆OE1
F 6=∅
kn(M
∗(Γ /G)[E\GE1])(−1)|F |
= kn(M∗G) + kn(M∗(Γ /G)[E\OE1])
|OE1 |∑
i=1
(|OE1|
i
)
(−1)i
= kn(M∗G) − kn(M∗(Γ /G)[E\OE1])
as required.
Suppose E \ F contains all butm complete edge orbits (say OEi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m). The sum over all such F must give a term in
the polynomial fromMG andM∗G of
(−1)mk
n
(
M∗G
[
OEG\
m⋃
i=1
OEi
])
Each F contains at least one element from each OEi , so let each F =
⋃m
i=1 Fi, where no Fi is empty.
Then in the polynomial fromMG andM∗G , the sum over all such F is (omitting the prefactor kc(Γ /G))
k
n
(
M∗G
[
OEG\
m⋃
i=1
OEi
]) ∑
F1⊆OE1
F1 6=∅
(−1)|F1|
∑
F2⊆OE2
F2 6=∅
(−1)|F2| . . .
∑
Fm⊆OEm
Fm 6=∅
(−1)|Fm|.
This can easily be shown to reduce to
(−1)mk
n
(
M∗G
[
OEG\
m⋃
i=1
OEi
])
as required. Now we have
χ(Γ /G; k) = kc(Γ /G)
∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
(−1)|D|kn(M∗(Γ /G)[E\D])
= kc(Γ /G)
∑
F⊆OEG
(−1)|F |kn(M∗G [OEG\F ]).
By Corollary 12, this means that
χ(Γ /G; k) = kc(Γ /G)
∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
(−1)|D|kn(M∗G ′[E\D]).
Suppose F ⊆ E(Γ /G) is a set of G-edge orbits and we want to know the number of (not proper) k vertex colourings fixed
by every g ∈ G such that, for every e ∈ F , the two vertices joined by e have the same colour. Using some of the arguments
of Theorem 9 and Corollary 12 we find that this number is given by
kc(Γ /G)kn(M
∗
G
′[D]),
and using the fact that there is a bijection between the colourings of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G and the colourings of Γ /G, the
number of colourings of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G with a set F of monochromatic edges (F will be a set of G-edge orbits) is
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equal to the number of colourings of Γ /Gwith a set of monochromatic edges, consisting of the images of F in Γ /G. We now
have that
kc(Γ /G)kn(M
∗
G
′[D]) = kc(Γ /G)kn(M∗(Γ /G)[D]),
so that n(M∗(Γ /G)[D]) = n(M∗G[D]) = n(M∗G ′[D]) where D is a subset of the set of G-edge orbits of Γ and M∗G[D] is M∗G
restricted to the columns corresponding to the edges of the G-edge orbits in D.
Hence M∗(Γ /G) and M∗G
′ are isomorphic matroids, and the proof is complete, provided that no g ∈ G reverses an edge
of Γ .
We now deal with the possibility that some g ∈ G reverses an edge of Γ .
It is shown in [3] that, for a graph Γ , the matricesM andM∗ are dual as matroids. Therefore, a loop in Γ /G corresponds
to a bridge in the matroidM∗(Γ /G). If OEl is a G-edge orbit of Γ which reverses an edge, then the set of columns Ol of G
E
S − I
will be independent. Consequently, in M∗G
′ the column OEl will have a non zero entry in the lower part, and this non zero
entry will be the only non zero entry in that row, so that OEl is a bridge of the matroidM
∗
G
′.
Let Γ \OEL be the graph Γ with all edge orbits which reverse an edge deleted. Then G is an automorphism group of Γ \OEL ,
and (Γ \ OEL )/G = (Γ /G) \ OEL , where (Γ /G) \ OEL is the graph Γ /Gwith the loops from OEL deleted.
We know thatM∗G
′ \ OEL is isomorphic toM∗((Γ /G) \ OEL ) (since G reverses no edges of Γ \ OEL ), and that OEL are bridges
ofM∗G
′ andM∗(Γ /G). HenceM∗G
′ andM∗G(Γ /G) are isomorphic matroids, even if there are edges which (some elements of)
G reverse. This completes the proof. 
We are now in a position to find the Tutte polynomial of the graph Γ /G. From Theorems 13 and 14 we have that, in the
case where there exists an orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G, the Tutte polynomial of Γ /G is given by
T (Γ /G; x, y) =
∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
x(M ′G[D])x∗(M∗G ′[E \ D])
∣∣∣∣∣ x0=y−1
x∗0=x−1
xi=x∗i =1 ∀i≥1
. (1)
On the other hand, if some edge of Γ is reversed by some g ∈ Gwe have the following:
Theorem 15. Whether or not some g ∈ G reverses some edge of Γ , we can obtain the Tutte polynomial of Γ /G via
T (Γ /G; x, y) = z(GES − I)
∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
x(M ′G[D])x∗(M∗G ′[E \ D])
∣∣∣∣∣ x0=y−1
x∗0=x−1
xi=x∗i =1 ∀i≥1
z2=y/2
zj=1 ∀j6=2
.
Proof. A loop in Γ /G corresponds to a loop (a dependent set of size 1) in the matroidM(Γ /G).
However, if OEl is a G-edge orbit of Γ which reverses an edge, then the corresponding column of M
′
G will be a bridge of
the matroid, since the lower part ofM ′G will have a non-zero entry in the column O
E
l in a rowwith no other non-zero entries.
Hence, if some g ∈ G reverses a single edge of Γ , using the right-hand side of Eq. (1) will give double the Tutte polynomial
of (Γ /G) \ OEl , because the deletion of OEl will not change the nullity of any subsets of M ′G or M∗G ′ containing OEl , and there
are twice as many subsets giving these nullities inM ′G andM
∗
G
′ as there are inM ′G \ OEl andM∗G ′ \ OEl .
The number of G-edge orbits which reverse edges of Γ is given by the number of invariant factors equal to 2 of GES − I ,
so we have proven the case where a single g ∈ G reverses a single edge of Γ .
If G has m edge orbits which reverse edges of Γ (say OEL with |OEL | = m), then using Eq. (1) will give 2m times the Tutte
polynomial of (Γ /G) \ OEL , because the deletion of any subset of OEL will not change the nullity of any subsets of M ′G or M∗G ′
containing such a subset, and there are 2m times as many subsets giving these nullities inM ′G andM
∗
G
′ as there are inM ′G \OEl
andM∗G
′ \ OEl .
In this case, GES − I will havem invariant factors equal to 2, and Γ /Gwill havem loops in addition to (Γ /G) \ OEL , so the
proof is complete. 
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In this case, having foundM ′G andM
∗
G
′, we have that∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
x(M ′G[D])x∗(M∗G ′[E \ D]) = x1x2x4 + x1x2x∗0 + 2x1x4x∗1 + 2x1x∗0x∗1 + x4x∗1x∗3 + x∗0x∗1x∗3
Substituting x0 = y− 1, x∗0 = x− 1, and xi = x∗i = 1 ∀i 6= 0 gives 4x, which is 22 times the Tutte polynomial of Γ /G with
the 2 loops deleted.
3.6. The fixed point Tutte polynomial
Definition. Given a graph Γ , and a generating set GS of an automorphism group G ≤ Aut(Γ ) of Γ , define the fixed point
Tutte polynomial as
FPT(Γ ,G) = [prefactors]z(GES − I)
∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
x(M ′G[D])x∗(M∗G ′[E \ D])
where, for a matrix N , z(N) is defined in the same way as x(N).
The term [prefactors] is left in this way because, like the ordinary Tutte polynomial, for many evaluations of the orbital
Tutte polynomial, certain prefactors are required. If a fuller list of the possible evaluations of FPT(Γ ,G) were known, this
term could be replaced by a series of variables which would be set to 1 when not needed, such as κc(Γ /G), where κ would be
set to kwhen counting proper vertex colourings fixed by every g ∈ G and 1 otherwise. Also, it seems necessary to leave this
term in, because of how the fixed point Tutte polynomial is used in defining the second and third orbital Tutte polynomials.
4. Evaluations of FPT(Γ ,G)
We have already seen that FPT(Γ ,G) can be used to count the nowhere zero flows, nowhere zero tensions and proper
vertex colourings ofΓ fixed by every g ∈ G. We also have an evaluation that counts the number of orientations ofΓ fixed by
every g ∈ G (shown in the table below, the evaluation is easily checked). We now see that there are a few other structures
on Γ , fixed by every g ∈ G that the fixed point Tutte polynomial can be used to count.
4.1. Acyclic orientations and SSAO’s
Theorem 16. The number of acyclic orientations of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G is equal to the number of acyclic orientations of Γ /G.
Proof. Suppose that Γ /G has a loop. Then Γ /G has no acyclic orientations.
If g reverses an edge of Γ for some g ∈ G, then there are no orientations of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G, acyclic or otherwise,
as required.
If no g ∈ G reverses an edge of Γ , but Γ /G has a loop, then the preimage in Γ of the loop, together with its incident
vertex must contain a circuit. Thus in any orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G, there must be edges in the preimage of the
loop pointing both in and out of the vertex incident to the loop. This means that in order for an orientation of Γ to be fixed,
in the preimage in Γ of the loop with its incident vertex, there must be a directed circuit.
Thus if Γ /G has a loop then there are no acyclic orientations of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G.
Now assume that Γ /G has no loops. In this case, the orientations of Γ /G are in bijection with the orientations of Γ
fixed by every g ∈ G (since no g ∈ G reverses an edge of Γ ). We will show that this bijection preserves the property of an
orientation being acyclic.
We first show that if Γ /G has a directed circuit, then the preimage of this circuit in Γ has a directed circuit.
Suppose C = OV1OE1OV2OE2 . . .OVnOEnOV1 is a circuit in Γ /G, and that some orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G causes C to
be directed in the direction OVi → OEi → OVi+1.
Now choose a vertex v1 ∈ OV1 in Γ .
v1 must be incident to an edge e1 ∈ OE1 in Γ
e1 must be incident to a vertex v2 ∈ OV1 in Γ
...
...
...
en ∈ OEn must be incident to a vertex v′1 ∈ OV1 in Γ
v′1 may or may not be v1, but if one continues in this way, one will eventually hit a vertex in some O
V
i for a second time, and
so find a circuit in Γ , whose image in Γ /G is C . Since C is directed in Γ /G, this circuit of Γ must also be directed.
(We can also say that circuits are mapped to circuits by every g ∈ G, and as a set of vertices and edges of Γ , C is closed
under the action of G, so C must be a G-orbit on circuits of Γ .)
We now show that if Γ has a directed circuit, then a fixed orientation causes Γ /G to have a directed circuit.
If Γ /G is loopless, then the image of a circuit C of Γ in Γ /G is either a path or it contains a circuit. If the image is
a path, then only a non directed circuit can be fixed. Suppose then that the image of C in Γ /G contains a circuit. Let
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C = v1e1v2e2 . . . vnenv1, and let the images of vi and ei in Γ /g be OVi and OEi respectively. (Not all OVi and OEi will necessarily
be distinct). Suppose further that C is directed in the direction vi → ei → vi+1.
In Γ /G, OV1 ∼ OE1 , OE1 ∼ OV2 , OV2 ∼ OE2 , etc, (∼ denotes incidence), and since the image of C in Γ /G contains a circuit, we
must hit one of the OVi for a second time, so that a circuit in the image of C will be directed if an orientation is to be fixed.
Hence, if Γ /G has no loops and has a circuit C , then an orientation of Γ /G in which C is directed will correspond to an
orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G with directed circuits. So non acyclic orientations of Γ /G correspond to fixed non
acyclic orientations of Γ .
We nowhave a bijection between the acyclic orientations ofΓ /G and those ofΓ fixed by every g ∈ G, and so the theorem
is proven. 
Thus, by a theorem of Stanley [14], the number of acyclic orientations of a graph Γ fixed by every g ∈ G is given by
(−1)n(GVS −I)χ(Γ /G,−1),
(the exponent of−1 ensures that a positive number is given: the term with the highest index in the chromatic polynomial
χ(Γ ; k) is always k|V |), that is,
FPT(Γ ,G; prefactors← (−1)n(GES−I)+c(Γ /G), zi ← 1∀i, xj ←−1∀j, x∗0 ←−1, x∗k ← 1∀k 6= 0).
We now turn to single sourced acyclic orientations (SSAO’s). The following theorem comes from [7].
Theorem 17. For every connected graph Γ and every vertex v ∈ V (Γ ), the number of acyclic orientations of Γ with a single
source v is given by av(Γ ) = T (Γ ; 1, 0).
Obviously, then, the total number of single sourced acyclic orientations (SSAO’s) of Γ is given by |V (Γ )|T (Γ ; 1, 0).
Theorem 18. The number of SSAO’s fixed by every g ∈ G is given by
fixV (G)T (Γ /G; 1, 0)
where fixV (G) is the number of vertices of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G.
Proof. Suppose an orientation of Γ /G (loopless) has a source OV . Then, in the orientation of Γ fixed by every g ∈ G which
gave rise to this orientation of Γ /G, every v ∈ OV in Γ is a source. If OV has only one vertex v in Γ (v is a fixed vertex) then
every g ∈ G fixes an SSAO. This completes the proof. 
(There does not appear to be an efficient way to calculate fixV (G)).)
4.2. Evaluations of FPT(Γ ,G)
To date, we have the following evaluations of the fixed point Tutte polynomial.
Given a graph Γ , and an automorphism group G ≤ Aut(Γ ), the number of structures fixed by every g ∈ G is given by
Prefactors z0 z1 z2 x0 x∗0 xj (j ≥ 1) x∗k (k ≥ 1)
Nowhere zero A-flows 1 1 1 1 |A| −1 αi −1
Nowhere zero
A-tensions
1 1 1 1 −1 |A| −1 αi
Proper k-vertex
colourings
kc(Γ /G) 1 1 0 −1 −k −1 1
Acyclic orientations (−1)n(GES−I)+c(Γ /G) 1 1 0 −1 1 −1 1
SSAOs fixV (G) 1 1 0 −1 0 1 1
Orientations of Γ 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0
Also, the ordinary Tutte polynomial of Γ can be obtained via
T (Γ ; x, y) = FPT(Γ , 〈id〉; zi ← 1∀i, prefactors← 1, x0 ← y− 1, xj ← 1∀j 6= 0, x∗0 ← x− 1, x∗k ← 1∀k 6= 0).
5. The second orbital Tutte polynomial
Definition. If Γ is a graph, and G ≤ Aut(Γ ) is an automorphism group, then define the second orbital Tutte polynomial by
OTII(Γ ,G) = 1|G|
∑
g∈G
FPT(Γ , 〈g〉)
Evaluations of OTII(Γ ,G).
By Theorem6and Lemma1,OTII(Γ ,G) counts orbits ofGon all of the structures forwhich FPT(Γ ,G) counts the structures
fixed by every g ∈ G.
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6. The third orbital Tutte polynomial
6.1. Some definitions
Definition (Well Known). If G is a permutation group acting on a setΩ , for α ∈ Ω , the stabiliser Gα in G of α is the maximal
subgroup H ≤ G such that every h ∈ H fixes α.
(For a subset A ⊆ Ω , the pointwise stabiliser is the maximal subgroup H ⊆ Gwhich fixes every α ∈ A).
Definition. For a subgroupH ≤ G, let TG(H) ⊆ Ω be themaximal subset ofΩ such thatH is the stabiliser of everyα ∈ TG(H).
That is, TG(H) = {α ∈ Ω : Gα = H}.
Note that TG(H) is not the necessarily the full fixed point set of H: if J > H , there may be a β which is fixed by every j ∈ J ,
(and thus for every h ∈ H), so that H is not the stabiliser of β . For the same reason, TG(H) is not the largest set for which H
is the pointwise stabiliser.
6.2. Some results
The next result is straightforward, so the proof is omitted.
Lemma 19. For H1,H2 ≤ G (H1 6= H2), the sets TG(H1) and TG(H2) are disjoint.
Theorem 20. If G is a permutation group acting on a set Ω , and H ≤ G, the number of elements of Ω for which H is the stabiliser
is given by
|TG(H)| =
∑
J:G≥J≥H
µ(H, J)fix(J)
where µ is the Möbius function on the poset of subgroups of G, ordered by inclusion, defined recursively by
µ(H, J) =

1 H = J
0 H 6≤ J
−
∑
J≥K>H
µ(K , J) H < J
and fix(J) is the number of elements of Ω fixed by every j ∈ J .
Proof. This follows from Möbius inversion applied to the equation fix(H) = ∑J:G≥J≥H |TG(J)|. For more detail on Möbius
inversion see [12]. 
6.3. Sizes and types of orbits
The following is a well known result of permutation group theory [4].
Lemma 21. (a) Let Ω be a transitive G-space (a G-orbit). ThenΩ is isomorphic to the (right) coset space H \ G, where H = Gα
for α ∈ Ω . In particular, the index |G|/|H| of H in G is equal to the size of Ω .
(b) Two coset spaces H \ G and K \ G are isomorphic if and only if H and K are conjugate subgroups if G.
We omit the proof.
Nowwe can calculate the numbers of elements ofΩ with stabilisers of each index, and hence the sizes of the orbits. The
number of elements ofΩ lying in orbits of size n is equal to the number of elements with stabilisers of index n, and clearly
# orbits of size n = # elements with stabilisers of index n
n
Thus the ordinary generating function for the size of the orbits is
fG(t) = 1|G|
∑
H≤G
|H|t |G|/|H|
∑
J:G≥J≥H
µ(H, J)fix(J).
(The second sum calculates the number of elements with H as their stabiliser). If G is an automorphism group of a graph
Γ andΩ is a set of structures (eg proper k-vertex colourings) on Γ , then fix(J) = FPT(Γ , J)with the relevant substitutions.
By Lemma 21, we can not only calculate the sizes of the orbits, but also classify the orbits in terms of the action of G on
the orbits, by the conjugacy classes Ci of subgroups of G. With each Ci, associate a variable ui, and for each subgroup H of G,
let i(H) be the index of the conjugacy class containing H .
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6.4. The third orbital Tutte polynomial OTIII(Γ ,G)
Definition. Given a graph Γ and an automorphism group G ≤ Aut(Γ ), define the third orbital Tutte polynomial by
OTIII(Γ ,G) = 1|G|
∑
H≤G
|H|ui(H)
∑
J:G≥J≥H
µ(H, J)[prefactors]z(JES − I)
∑
D⊆E(Γ /G)
x(M ′J [D])x∗(M∗J ′[E \ D])
= 1|G|
∑
H≤G
|H|ui(H)
∑
J:G≥J≥H
µ(H, J)FPT(Γ , J).
Then the number of orbits ofG on structures onΓ of type j is found, by putting uj = 1 and ui = 0 for i 6= j, and the ordinary
generating function for the size of the orbits is given by putting ui(H) ← t |G|/|H|. Further, the number of orbits on various
structures can be found by putting uj = 1 ∀j and using the relevant substitutions for the fixed point Tutte polynomial, which
gives rise to the following theorem.
Theorem 22.
OTIII(Γ ,G; ui ← 1∀i) ≡ OTII(Γ ,G).
Proof. The two polynomials to be compared are
OTIII(Γ ,G; ui ← 1∀i) = 1|G|
∑
H≤G
|H|
∑
J:G≥J≥H
µ(H, J)FPT(Γ , J)
and
OTII(Γ ,G) = 1|G|
∑
g∈G
FPT(Γ , 〈g〉).
We can immediately disregard the factor 1|G| , because it occurs in both polynomials.
If h ∈ G ≤ Aut(Γ ), and h generates the automorphism group H ≤ G, then it is clear that M〈h〉 = MH , M∗〈h〉 = M∗H ,
M ′〈h〉 = M ′H , and M∗h ′ = M∗H ′, at least as far as the invariant factors of column restrictions of the matrices. This means that
every summand
FPT(Γ , 〈g〉) =
∑
D⊆E(Γ /g)
x(M ′g [D])x∗(M∗g ′[E \ D])
of OTII(Γ ,G) is contained in OTIII(Γ ,G; ui ← 1∀i), so we need to show that the coefficient in OTIII(Γ ,G; ui ← 1∀i) of
FPT(Γ , J), which is clearly
∑
H≤J µ(H, J)|H|, satisfies∑
H≤J
µ(H, J)|H| = # single element generators of J =
{
0 J is not cyclic
# single element generators of J otherwise
because, if g ∈ G generates a cyclic group J ≤ G, then FPT(Γ , 〈g〉) will appear in OTII(Γ ,G)q times (as summands in the∑
g∈G sum), where q is the number of single element generators of a cyclic group J .
If H ≤ J ≤ G ≤ Aut(Γ ), let f (H) denote the number of single element generators of the group H . Note that f (H) = 0 if
and only if H is non cyclic. Then it is easy to see that∑
H≤J
f (H) = |J|
because every element j ∈ J generates a unique cyclic subgroup of J .
Using (generalised) Möbius inversion we find that
f (J) =
∑
H≤J
µ(H, J)|H|
as required. This completes the proof. 
7. Further directions
Aside from thosementioned here, under certain conditions, the fixed point Tutte polynomial can be used to count certain
other structures fixed by every element of an automorphism group, such as forests, connected spanning subgraphs and
spanning trees (see [13]). The Tutte polynomial can be used to count T-tetromino tilings of a 4m × 4n rectangle [10,11],
and the fixed point Tutte polynomial can be used to count those T-tetromino tilings fixed by a reflection or rotation of the
rectangle [13].
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The Tutte polynomial can be defined by deletion and contraction of the edges of a graph. While not constituting a
complete equivalent definition, some deletion and contraction formulae for the fixed point Tutte polynomial are known [13].
Attempts have been made to link polynomials similar to the orbital Tutte polynomials and fixed point Tutte polynomial
to the cycle index polynomial of a permutation group. In [13], a polynomial is defined which gives the cycle index of an
automorphism group acting on the structures associated with the fixed point Tutte polynomial, although this involves the
exponentiation of other polynomials, so is somewhat unsatisfactory. In [2], Cameron gives a polynomial for a certain class of
permutation groups (IBIS groups), which combines the cycle index and the ordinary Tutte polynomial ofmatroids associated
with IBIS groups.
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